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You aim right for the throat, seduction to win the crowd
The taste of nothing but your sorrow trapped again
Their forcing in ourselves, We will destroy again, torn
from your thrown by the crowd
(The tyranny) living lies of desire, your fate is what
we've come for
The fate of innocence locked down in full submission,
you're so left out
In front of the stage of this fright-filled nation trampled
& left for dead, 
Left for that fright-filled nation so heartless, I've
suffered the doubt, I've suffered the final crown
They are coming for me, I'm facing it my own way
Destroying the lives of millions, there is no solitude,
destroying the lives of millions
Stop forcing it, tear down the walls of despair, living
life as a pulex, 
This will kill the arc, the arc of our new day, I can't fight
the hatred in you, 
But I'll stand by & watch as you push it, as it tears me
down, I can't fight off the tyranny
Life is tearing us apart, we are truly set on drowning in
something more than this
Something so beautiful, so beautiful, I can't regret, tear
down these walls, face another hell in you
This cage I see, It loves me with torture, cages the
failed ones now & lose your ground
You've changed the heartless words (so heartless)
caged I've hurt for way too long
It's time to face the simple pleasures lost in my own
face, 
Craving for something not used with my face down on
the floor, 
Carve my name in something sacred, 
Leave me lifeless, leave me bound & broken, leave me
lifeless [x2]
Tossed out & tortured
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